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NEW EXPRESSION

THE INSIDE TRACK
Vou
can create
Jl
'Voung
Chl·cago'
Jl
-a new magazine
by teens
•

Youth Communication has been given money
to put out a new magazine for teens . It will come
out three times a year along with New Expression
just like " Parade" comes out with the Sunday
Sun-Times.
The magazine, Young Chicago , wants to get
together a teen editorial staff . We want editors,
art editors , photo editors and teens who will plan
business aspects of the magazine . Thi s is a great
chance to learn about the magazine world.
You~h Communi~ation wil.i offer workshops on
magazme productions dunng January for the
Young Chicago staff.
The staff's first meeting , to plan for the
magazine, will be held Tuesday , December 26
from 10 : 30 a.m . to 3:00p .m ., at 207 S. Wabash ,
8th floor . If you're interested, come down and
bring your ideas, or phone Paula at 663-0543. We
will need ali the overflow of Christmas enthusiasm .
Young Chicago will also accept free lance
writing by teens . If you want to free lance, send a
note telling us what type of articles or stories you
have in mind . Be sure to include your ohone
number. Our address is Youth Communication/
Young Chicago, 207 S. Wabash , Chicago 60604.

Don't push disco on us

t.,...-,,L£.

Sh ...don't crunch your pickles
Can you take notes for a
term paper with the scent
of Big Macs and Quarter
Pounders filtering through
the room ? If you visit the
new main downtown library
in 1981 , you might be put
to the test.
Mayor Bilandic plans to
build the new library at the
corner of Wabash and
Randolph , but he has to
wreck the present McDonald's restaurant to do
it. To satisfy the McDonald's, the Blackl'lawk
restaurant , the Baskin and

Robbins and the Eddie
Bauer tenants who now
occupy this space, Bilandic
has offered them a chance
·to set up shop on the main
floor of the new library .
Th is new build i ng , which
is a $60 million product ,
will have 10 to 12 stories .
The new location w ill be
more convenient for teens
who have had the experience -of running back
and forth between the
Mandel Building (400 N.
Michigan) and the Cultural
Center (100 N. Michigan)

A v<o.vST• 10[

gathering information. A
glassy bridge will connect
the Cultural Center and the
new library .
We wonder whether the
library McDonald ' s will
co nver t to the Dewey
Dec imal System . The
cookies could be filed
under " ancient history ."
The Ronald McDonald
plates filed under "hobbies." And the "We do it all
for you " signs under
" fiction ."

As the disco-lovers increase, a new rival group of
anti-discoers is emerging .
Last month a crowd of
150 students at Northern
Illinois University stormed
their local nite club . They
demanded that the owner
stop playing the popular
disco music and play the
rock 'n roll records that
they brought with them.
The coordinator of the
protesters announced that,
"There's a social stigma attached to disco. People
who can 't afford to dress
up or aren't confident doing
highly
choreographed
dances shy away from it."
Nice to know that college
men and women can feel
like klutzes trying to do
"The Freak ."
We'd like to keep track of
this movement. Let us
know how you feel about
the cost of disco clothes •
and the need to keep rock
dancing alive.

nr

Clinics abort NE ad
New Expression had a
run-in with the " Abortion
Profiteers" before the
Chicago Sun-Times did .
Last March, one of our
teen
advertising
saleswomen secured an ad
from Hot Line, which is an
abortion referral service
located in the IBM Plaza.
Then it was run by two
twins , Valerie McCullough
and Victoria Sanders.
Victoria signed for the $80
ad . However, when our bill

CBS eyes'NE
New Expression will be on
nation-wide te levisio n in
January as part of the "Thirty
Minutes" show. (Saturdays at
12 :30 p.m., Ch. 2.)
"Thirt y Min utes" is a youth
version of "Sixty Min utes"
that does stories on youth
newsmakers.
Betsy Aaron (co-host of the
show) interviewed New Expression reporters and sat in

on
our
meeti n gs
and
discussions.
Betsy and the CBS fi lm
crew fo llowed reporter Deborah Padgett on an interview for
her investigati ve story on
sex ual ly abused teens. The
prog ram will give you some
idea abou t how Deborah's
story , which appears on page
f our, came together.
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was sent, Valerie refused to
pay, claiming that Victoria
had no right to sign for the
ad in the first place
because she (Victoria) now
has her own office on north
State Street.
This was the first ad NE
had received involving
abortion services . The staff
felt that since we were not
qualified and did not have
the time to investigate
these-pieces before running their ads, that NE
would discontinue running
abortion service ads as of
last May.
The Sun-Times series on
" Abortion
Profiteers"
revealed
what
really
happens i nside some of
Chicago's abortion clinics.
They have c ited many of
these clinics and referral
services for false advertising , for not supplying
sufficient guidance for
thei r patients, and for the
rude and unprofessional
treatment of their women
customers .
As a result of this , the
Sun-Times has temporarily
stopped running abortion
advertisements in their
newspaper.

Nona Paramore photographed this couple as they
enjoy their Christmas holiday
by visiting the Christmas light
display on upper north
Michigan Avenue.
A special calendar on/ page
six includes places to go
during
your
Christmas
vacation . If you're pondering
over what gifts to give that
speci al him or her for
Christma s, page eight and
tw elve l i s t s s u g gestions
rangi ng from movies, bcoks,
and records to pe1fumes and
Jigsaw puzzles.

New Expression IS published once d montt1 excepl Jutv and August
by Youth Communtcatton. Chtcago Center, non·for-prohl agency
Edttonai offices areal 207 S. Wabash (8th Floor), Chtcago. lllnlots,
60604 Phone. 663·0543 C1rcuiatton Polley Dtstnbuted tree 111 h1gh
schools commuOIIy cemers. stores and churches where teens live,
congregale and go to school
Copynght c 1978 by Youth Communtcation. Ch1cago Center All
Rtghts Reserved. Reproduction w1thout permtsston tS stnctlv proh1·
btted
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'But it's safer than
cigarettes, mom'
-From myths of the pot generation
By Paula Eubanks
Deborah Helms is a fullfledged member of the Pot
Generation. Her lifeline IQoks
like this : Born , 1960 7 Deborah is born at a time of
"change" and what is catted
"morally lax youth. "
ge 2-The Peace Corp goes
overseas, starting a new
idealistic youth era .
ge 5-Beatniks and Greasers
give way to the Flower
Children; the stage is set
for "the unrest of the 60's.
ge 6-Dr. Timothy Leary
becomes the high priest of
the early drug culture. He
says kids should " drop out"
and smoke pot. It was on
the news .
age 7-Deborah's older brother bi,Jys a couple of acid
rock
albums,
some
flourescent psychadelic
posters and a black light for
his room . He won't let her
into his room when she
smells something " funny."
ige 8-Jerry Rubin and the
Yippies smoke dope in
Grant Park and Lincoln Park
during the Dem ocratic Convention in Chicago. It's on
TV. Something else is on
TV: American boys in Viet
Nam are heavily into
marijuana. Yippies , Hippies , Black Panthers and
Students for a Democratic
Society come to Chicago
for the Democratic Conven tion . Again t he TV reports
violence , sex and drugs.
1ge 9-Deborah hears about a
huge rock concert called
Woodstock ; her oldest brother travels to it. He comes
home to say that he had
three days of " peac~:: , love,
and music ." ("Lucy in the
Sky with Diamonds.")
1ge 10-She hears rumors
that five eighth-graders
were suspended
from
school because they were
caught smoking marijuana
in the school's basement.
NORMAL is in the news.
They want the reform of
America's marijuana laws .
Deborah sees some people

smoking pot in the back of a
CTA bus.
age 11-Deborah's brother
gets busted for smoking pot
in the high school john . It's
a felony. Her parents have
to pick him up from the
police station.
age 13-The Chicago Police
Department's Drug Mobile
comes to her school. Her
7th grade class goes
through it to examine the
displays of narcotics and
listens to a lecture about
drugs and teenagers. Her
teacher assigns current
events projects; she does
hers on pot.
age 15-Deborah goes to Old
Town and looks around inside a paraphenalia head
shop. At a party , one of her
friends pulls out a joint and
they show her how to
smoke it. Her friend gets
busted for pot at school,
though now its not a felony ,
it's a " petty offense. " She
goes to a Grateful Dead
concert with three of her
best friends. They pass five
joints around .
age 16-She goes outside
between fourth and fifth
periods and sometimes
cuts gym to smoke pot with
her
friends.
Deborah
smokes about a joint . a
week. When her brother
comes home from college,
they get high together.
age 18- Deborah smoke s
about five joints a week .
Her boyfriend gives her an
ounce f or her birthday. She
acts like 1 .4 million other
teenagers in America who
smoke more than five joints
a week . The U.S. government refers to her as a
" chronic
marijuana
smoker."
Last Sunday night , NBC
televised an hour-long report
about those 1.4 million teenagers who are "chronic pot
smokers"-users between the
ages of 12 and 17 who smoke
at least five joints a week.
Bob Rogers, who produced

" NBC Reports : Reading,
Writing and Reefer," talked to
New Expression about his investigation. He spent eight
months tracking down thousands of teen smokers and
pulling together marijuana
facts. New Expression followed Rogers' investigation
with a survey of its own about
reefer and teens in Chicago.
Teens told Rogers that pot
was less harmful to them than
cigarettes or liquor. Our
Chicago survey indicates the
same attitude among teens.
But while these teens talked
to Rogers, he noticed the r~
peated coughing and the
gravely voices. Rogers is a
heavy smoker himself ; he
knows what smoking does to
the throat and lungs. So he
pressed the government about
its research on the effects of
pot
smoking
on
the
respiratory system. He found
a new, long-term study at
UCLA just released that
·proves that five joints affect
the body the same way that
smoking 113 cigarettes does.
In other words, five joints
affects the lungs like five
packs of cigarettes. The UCLA
study also shows that
smoking one joint a day inflames the bronchial tubes as
much as one pack of cigarettes a day. A kilo of pot has
25 per cent more cancer-causing elements in it, when
smoked, than a kilo of tobacco.
"The attitude now among
young smokers is that pot is
somehow safer than liquor,"
Rogers said . "The information
they get is very garbled ." He
insists that magazines like
High Times are simply not
accurate. "It's just an outlet
for the pot industry."
The UCLA study found that ,
despite what most teens
think, pot stays in the body's
system . After coming down
from a marijuana high , the
smoker's driving skills are impaired for a least 3 to 4 hours.
Rogers , who occasionally

smoked pot when he was
covering the Viet Nam war ,
believes that chronic smokers
"j ust don't know the facts. A
lot of them didn't even think
they have a problem ," he said.
" After we interviewed kids ,
we ' d check their school
records and found that most
of them used to be good
students." Now , the NBC research found , the chronic
smokers were failirrg or on the
borderline. "They usually
went straight down
in
scholastic and interpersonal
relations ," Rogers said .
While the New Expression
survey indicates that some
Chicago teens feel that pot
smoking does affect grades,
the survey answers were
evenly
divided
on
the
question .
One
person
bragged tha t his brother
smokes 100 joi nts a week and
still earns a 4.0 grade average.
(He may no t live to graduate,
however.)
In our survey the majority of
smokers said they started
smoking pot at age 12. How
do they start? Where do they
learn about pot? Here are 15
examples:
" My neighbor smoked it ,
and I baby sat for her."
" My sister introduced me
to pot. "
" People were smoking on
the bus ; there was a very
peculiar smell. "
"My
mother · started

smoking it. But now she's
kicked the habit because she
thinks it's unhealthy."
" I used to see people
smoking it on the street
corners."
" I was in Californ1a at my
cousin's house, and they were
smoking pot. That was the
first time I tried it (at 11 ).
" My brother turned me on to
a join t one night when my
mother wasn 't home. I was
11. "
"The managers at work
smoke and introduced it to me
(at age 12}."
" I read about it in a drug
pamphlet. I first used it at 14
playing around , bu t I started
liking it at 15."
"When I was ten , I felt peer
pressure and started ."
"When I saw Cheech and
Chongs Up in Smoke."
" My friends told me about
it. It was new and it was cool.
Plus my uncle is a Leader, the
main guy in Columbia."
" At parties my parents had ,
a lot of their friends did it."
"When I was going home
from sc hool w i th some
friends , one girl pulled out a
joint. We were 11 years old. "
Whether the new fac ts w ill
affect smokers or not, the
early experience w ith pot is
obvious. As a matter of fact,
New Expression is now guilty.
As many teens reported in our
survey, " I got interested in pot
by reading so much about it. "
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Silent teens
face family
•
sex cr1mes
"Her father began
abusing her when
she was five and
continued until she
was old enough to
understand that
what he was doing
was wrong."
by Deborah Padgett
A father sexually attacks his
teenaged daughter! The first
time I saw that scene in a latenight TV movie I switched the
channel .
But then , I turned back . My
curiosity moved me to find out
what would become of that
girl .
Now, two years later, as a
reporter , I chose to mvestigate that same cr ime In
Chicago . This time there are
no actors and no scripts.
Last year in Chicago 219
cases were reported of
teenagers who were sexually
attacked by their fathers or
other relatives . These teens
I can 't
were real people
switch the channel.
More than half of the 219
crimes were reported to the
Department of Children and
Family Servtces (DCFS) by
someone other than the
victim Nobody I talked todoctors, lawyers or counselors-would predict how
many crimes of incest in
Chicago go unreported
Why? Apparently because
the crime ts
so "un mentionable ' that the teen
victims hide the fact from
everyone they can, even their

mothers.
Richard Caltca of the
Juvenile
Protective
Association told me of a
recent case he handled involving a 13-year-old girl who
was attacked by her drunken
father late at night. After this
happened several times the
crime was referred to JPA by
someone in the neighborhood . The girl herself was
not telltng anyone.
The father ran away after
learning a social worker was
coming . Even though the
girl ' s mother knew her
daughter was being attacked ,
she did nothing .
The girl was counseled to
stay in the home, and several
months later the father
returned because he was tired
of running. He said he missed
his wife and family and was
willing to face the consequences .
The
"consequences" were a year and a
half of counseling before he
was allowed to live at home.
All of this happened because
a neighbor took action, not
because the teen victim or her
mother reported the crime .
Loretta, whose story appears in a new book, listen to
Us, says, ''I was afraid to tell
her (mother) because I didn't
know how she would react to
it. " This relationship was
going on for six years, and
Loretta never told her mother
Janna, whose story also
appears In listen to Us, said
that the father began abusing
her when she was five years
old and continued until she
was old enough to understand
that what he was doing was
wrong Janna says she never
told her mother because she

was scared that her mother
wouldn't believe her. "She
would take his side," she
said.
According to an article in
the Dec. 3 Sunday Sun-Times,
the tragic Our Lady of Angels
fire in 1958 may have been
caused by a fifth grade student who was being sexually
abused by his stepfather.
According to a psychiatrist
the boy's reaction to this ·
abuse was to set fires .
And that's the way most of
the real cases sound . The
victims kept quiet and build
up
serious
emotional
problems .
According to John Williams
of DCFS many of the uncounseled victims develop
cold attitudes toward the
opposite sex . The uncounselled victim may also.
become a runaway or a
orostitute. One girl whose
story appears in Listen to Us
says , "After he (father) had
stopped doin' it to me, I went
out on the street and was just
running wild."
At the age of 13 Loretta was
a mother Other victims rebel
against sex . "He messed up
my whole sex life," one girl
said, " cause I don't like it after
what happened to me." As a
result, Williams said , some
teens practice homosexuality
because they feel they won't
be hurt by members of their
own sex .
Counselling may make a
difference In the later lives of
these victims, but the state
has to take action to change
the existing laws on reporting
incj:lst or the victims won't be
known .
A Committee of the Illinois

State Legislature, meeting in
November, discov ed that
only two per cent of abusive
cases were reported to DCFS.
Doctors do not report VD to
state authorities even when
they know that a child has
been sexually abused by the
parent. A federal law _now
prevents
doctors
from
revealing the names of
patients with VD. In this case
the law can work against the
protection of the patient.
So far this year 85 sex
abuse cases have resulted in
VD
When an abuse situation is
reported to DCFS, a social
worker visi Is the home and
tries to bring the victim in
touch with a counselor. Most
counselors attempt to keep
the teen in her home. The
counselling is usually done
while the teen is still living
with the abusive parent. That
fact is still hard tor me to deal
with, but I couldn't make
contact with a victim to hear
what her reaction might be .
I encountered a psychiatrist
who counsels abuse victims,
and he was willing to let me
interview two sexually abused
teens. However, when he
learned that I was a teenager
myself and "too immature to
conduct a sensitive in-•
terview," he backed off on his
promise. That happened at
C.A.U .S.E.S.
The
counselors
at
C.A.U,S.E .S said that most
abused teens go through a
number of therapy sessions
before they can admit what
happened. Some never admit
it, but they keep coming because they know they need
help .

Susan Harris, a social
worker at C.A .U.S.E.S., said
that more than 166 sexually
abused girls were counseled
there last year. C.A.U.S.E.S.
is located at 911 W. Wellington (472-6924).
Three other centers that
teens can contact for help
are: Children and Family Services, 1206 S. Damen (hot line
phone Is 793-2100); Juvenile
Protective Assn., 12 E. Grand
Ave. (467-9595) and Community for National Child
Abuse, 11 E. Wacker Dr. (5651100). Only the hot line number is available 24 hours a day.
For teens who want to be
counseled along with their
parents, the Citizens Committee for Children and Parents,
407 S. Dearborn (427-1161),
will provide free counseling,
but the parent has to call and
agree to counseling.
A recent case in Markham
shows how badly family
counseling is needed. A fifteen year old girl was attacked
by her father. She had chosen
to live with her father after her
parents were separated. When
she told her mother about the
attack, the mother declded,to
take court action. But once in
court the defense was able to
make a strong case that the
girl may have been a willing
participant. At that point the
mother dropped the charges.
I couldn't help but think
what a shocking made-for-TV
movie that case would make.
And this time I wouldn't
switch the channels. I'm
beyond the shock and the
emotion. I want to see this
problem out in the open so
that teens won't need to hide
their experience and suffer a
lack of counseling.
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U.S. Steel is involved with the development
and growth of this great country in many
different ways.
As the nation's number one steelmaker, we
turn out hundreds of steel products for scores
of major industries-products that touch the
daily lives of people here and around the world.
Our products do a vital job for the energyrelated industries (gas and oil, electric and
nuclear). We make steel for the automotive,
appliance and packaging industries. For the
railroads-including more than two thousand
miles of track each year. For agricultural equipment. And, as America's biggest fabricator of
structural steel, we're deeply involved with the
construction industry. In fact, when you think
of the worYd's 5 tallest buildings, we fabricated
steel for 4 of them and erected 3 of them!
Bnt we're not just a steel company: we're
into many other areas, too. We produce and sell
chemicals, fertilizers and cement. We offer
world-wide engineering and consulting services.

Our research programs have been invaluable
to many national projects. And we're the
country's sixth biggest coal producer.
Above all, U.S. Steel is a company of
talented, highly skilled professionals and
dedicated people, continuously turning out topquality products essential to the economic
health of America.
It is also good to know that many U.S. Steel
people find the time and energy to make a real
contribution to their communities. They support
the performing arts. They serve as part-time
teachers and counselors. They help run "Y"
programs and Explorer Posts. They work
unceasingly to help improve the quality of
community life.
These are just a few of the ways- both on
the job and within ~
their communities,
in which U.S. Steel
people help make
America work.
United States Steel

11»951-8-91 A1
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Days of Xmas'
by Evelyn Polk
Photos by Nona Paramore
On the first day of Christmas
My mother said to me,
" Go buy the Christmas tree."
Ah , that wonderfu l holiday opportunity
to freezoq at the local Christmas tree lot.
Steven Dunagan , a senior, remembers
that it was Christmas Eve when he discovered that " our old faithful fake tree
was broken . I convinced my mother that
we could probably find a live tree cheap
somewhere in the vicinity.
" After an hour or so of driving around ,
we fi nally found a couple of old men selling trees. Naturally, there was only one
tree left , so we had no choice , and it was
outrageously priced .
" We decorated it to look really spectacular. Then , when we woke the next
morning, what we saw would have made
those two old men fall .down and die.
What we actually had bought was two
trees stacked on top of each other. It was
a good deal ; two trees for the price of
one ."
On the second day. of Christmas
My grandma sent me forth:
" Get pickled shrimp."
Just what every grocery store has on
its shelves - those rare and exotic items
your household cooks 11eed for their
famous Christmas recipes . Paula Eubanks, a senior, didn't have to find
pickled shrimp , but she did use up one
day of vacation searching for a special

kind of candied fruits .
" My mo ther needed them for fruitcake..
It was Christmas day and all of the big
stores were closed . The Seven-Eleven's
sure didn't have any . Finally, after I got in
and out of the car a hundred limes , I
found this little, obscure neighborhood
store run by a little old lady. She found
them for me.
" What made the errand so terrible is
that I hate those candied fruits . They're
awful. "
... and go buy the Christ-mas tree.
On the third day. of Christmas
My brother pestered me,
"Fix my train!"
Sure , it's no problem keeping the little
kids happy. All you need is an advanced
degree in engineering .
Lamont Lucas, a senior, remembers
the wee hours of Christmas morning
when his mother asked him to start putting together his younger .brother's and
sister's toys.
"The racing car set went pretty well,"
he said . " Of course , I collected one just
like it myself. But then I started on a simple-looking doll house.
"The advertisement on the side of the
box said 'Six -easy-step-construction
booklet inside.' That box held the most
complicated assortment of screws, nuts
and wooden parts I've ever' seen. The
instruction booklet had 33 subscripts
under each so-called 'easy step.'
"I finished the project with 16 extra

panels and 10 assorted screws. The sliding doors never did slide. "
.. .get pickled shrimp
and go buy the Christmas tree .
On the fourth day of Christmas
My father ordered me,
"Go see your aunt!"
\ Well , Anthony Carr, a senior, doesn't
have a Great Aunt Sue, but last year he
did have to go visit relatives in New York .
" Everything happened so fast ," he
said, "that I didn't know what was going
on until it was too late. We arrived in New
York on Christmas day, and before I
could make any plans my relatives had
already made them for me.
"After Christmas their plan was unveiled, and I ended up babysitting eleven
screaming kids who all had new toys to
be demonstrated . The adults all enjoyed
the treats of Broadway."
... fix my train,
get pickled shrimp,
and go buy the Christmas tree.
On the fifth day of Christmas
My teacher asked of me,
"Five book reviews."
Those words more cruel than any "Bah
Humbug" from Scrooge! Words like "a
short research paper" or " 100 bibliography cards" or "the deadline for your
semester projects" that always seem to
be spoken by teachers the day before
vacation begins.
Last year Kelley Sledge, a sophomore,
heard the gloomy message from her English teacher, " Write an eight-page essay
on 'What Christmas Means to Me.' It's
due the day you return from vacation , and
i t will be important towards your semester grade. "
Kelley put the assignment out of her
mind . She planned to write It over the
New Year's weekend. But somehow in
the excitement of the holidays she forgot
until her first English class of the New
Year. Then the teacher asked studen ts to
read their essays aloud .
" I though quickly," Kelley said . " I told
the class that on my way home from
school Dec. 21 I saw a strange creature
walking on the ice of the lagoon . It was a
giant snowman, and before I knew it, he
grabbed me and took me to his iceship."
She went on to describe the Planet of the
Snowmen and her experiences being
treated as a human specimen for two
weeks . She explained that she had just

returned to earth that morning in
cube.
"The teacher decided that m)
would make up for the eight-page
Then she asked me for the real
that I didn't have the as&ignment.
told you, ' I said ." Nobody said c
word .
. .. go see your aunt,
fix my train ,
get pickled shrimp
and go buy the Christmas
On the sixth day of Christmas
My true love copped a plea,
"Mom left the kids."
That special holiday date for
and a concert hardly ever goes rigt
sure that just about every fellow ha
through this ," moaned Julius M
senior.
" Last vacation I set up a date
young lady two weeks beforehan
seemed all raring to go. But thE
arrived, and she tells me that she c
because she's got to stay h
babysit. Of course, she didn't t
until it was time to go and pick ht
... five book reviews,
go see your aunt,
fix my train ,
get pickled shrimp
and go buy the Christmas tr
On the seventh day of Christma!
My "super" said to me,
"You work on New Years."
Who can imagine a better way to
the great party days than behind tt·
register. David Herd , a soph·
remembers the anguish of being a~
work last year .
"I had worked as a pantry-boy
months. Then I was told that I wou
to work on Christmas and New
Eve . I was calm when J told my bos
wouldn 't work on those days.
"He said he understood my si
and went in to do something abou
told me to go and see the head
-employment office, who told me
someone else across town , who s
back to my boss, who told me
fired ."
... mom left the kids ,
five book reviews,
go see your aunt,
fix my train ,
get pickled shrimp
and go buy the Christmas tr

Holiday Calendar
Cultural
Christmas around the World , Museum of
Science and Industry , Nov. 25-Jan. 4,
Weekends: 9 · 30-5: 30 and weekdays,
7 •30-4 00.
Hanukkah Festi val , Richard J. Daley
Center, Dec. 20, noon.
Kwanza Festiva l , Chicago Cu i tural
Cen'ter, Randolph and Michigan Aves.,
Dec. 27, 12: 15 and 6 pm. (269-2890).
Concerts
Oratorio Festival, Handel's "Messiah,"
Rockefeller Chapel University of
Ch1cago, 4 pm.
Ch1cago Children's Choir, Lutheran
School of Theology 55th & University,
Dec. 16 at 8 pm and Dec 17 at 3 pm.
(324-4100)
''Sing We All Npel," presented by the
Immaculata Choir: 640 Irving Pk Rd.,

Dec. 15 at 7 :30 pm . Student ti ckets
$1.50.
REO Speedwagon , In ternational Amphithea ter , Dec. 28 at 8 pm ., $4 .50 to
$9.25.
Winter Wonders
Christmas Flower Show, Garf ield Park
Co nserva t ory and Li n co ln Park
Conservatory , Dec. 23 thru Jan . 7, 9 am
to 9 pm. Free.
Christmas Sky Show a t the Adler
Planatarium lhru Jan . 3. $1.50 admission (322-0300).
Brookfield 300's Winter Walk, Dec 26.
Weekend Ski Trip sponsored by M.D Ski
Club, Dec 15-17, ages 15-27 (8455461 ).
Caroling at the Lincoln Park Zoo, Dec.
16, 3 pm. Carolers meet at the sea l ion
pool. All 01re invited (935-6106).
Holiday Ice Revue at the Century

Shopping Plaza, 2828 N. Clark, Dec . 17,
1 : 30 pm , no admission .
Television Specials
"A Christmas to Remember" (Ch. 2),
Dec. 20, 8 pm (new script , good acting).
"The Homecoming" (Ch . 2), Dec. 23, 7
pm (annual rebroadcast).
"Gift of the Magi" (Ch. 5), Dec. 21 ,
7:30 pm (n ew musical vers ion based on
the 0 . Henry sh ort story).
" A Woman Called Moses" (Ch . 5), Dec.
11/ 12, 8 pm (Cicely Tyson as Harriet
Tru man).
"CBS Reports: But What About
Children" (Ch . 2), 9 pm (effec ts of divorce
on children) Dec. 29.
"Lovers: A Circle of Chi ldren," Part
Two (Ch. 2) Dec. 13, 9 pm (severely
disturbed girl is brought out of her shell
by a dedicated teacher).

Theater
Nu •cracker Ballet , Arie Crown Thf
•hru Oec . 30, $3.50-8 (791 -6510).
The Ri tz, Jane Addams Theater, 32·
Broadway , t hru Jan . 7 on weekenc
(549-1631 ).
Search for Your Goal , presen ted b
Original You th Theater, Joseph
high school , 1501 N. Oakley, Dec
7:30 pm . Ti cke ts $1
A Christmas Comm ercial , based o
classic " A Chrislmas Carol ," 21•
Halsted , Dec. 15 1hru Jan . 4.
501 1)
" Hansel and Gre tel ," The PI
Place, 2146 N Halsted, Dec. 2 thru
21,1pm,$1
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We'll give ~u
the !I8Y to ~her

the eighth day of Christmas
friend confessed to me,
st the car keys."
ngel Russell, a senior, knows what
catastrophes can happen over a little
of car keys . " It was a Saturday night
ng the Christmas holidays last year,"
tel explained. "My boyfriend ·and I
11 to a surprise party. My mother told
to be home by one o'clock, holiday or

days. But just before the plans were
completed , she was asked to help put
together a Christmas program for the
Sunday school department at church.
"The head of the department was practically begging ," she said. "So I just
couldn' t say no ."
"Even though I wasn 't to appear in the
program, I had to supervise the rehearsal ,
and we had to have practice every night
including the day I was to leave.
ut the party was way out in a south"I ended up missing my plane and my
suburb . We stayed at the party until
trip because rehearsal ran over the
ut 12:30 and then rushed to get home scheduled time, and traffic was conime. The car started making funny gested to the airport. But even after that
;es on the highway and my boyfriend miserable experience, I enjoyed the
show."
/
Jped to see if he could figure out what
... that's not for sale,
. wrong . When he got out, he dropped
I lost the car keys ,
car keys. There was no phone anyyou work on New Years,
lre around and it was on a highway,
mom left the kids ,
~s away from a gas station. It was an
five book reviews,
r before we found the car keys and
go see your aunt,
going again.
fix my train ,
didn't get home until 3:30 and it was
get pickled shrimp
:e a while before my mother allowed
and go buy the Christmas tree.
to go anywhere except school-six
On the eleventh day of Christmas
'lths to be exact!"
My neighbor yelled at me,
.you work on New Years,
"Cut out all that racket!"
mom left the kids,
It's nice to have neighbors who are so
five book reviews,
concerned about the environment ,
go see your aunt,
especially noise pollution . Too bad the
fix my train,
only noise they object to is young people
get pickled shrimp
having a party!
and go buy the Christmas tree.
Floyd Bally, a sophomore, has conthe ninth day of Christmas
cerned neighbors like this. "It happened
sales clerk said to me,
last Christmas," he told me. "Our party
t's not for sale!"
lerks are so understanding by Christ- was just starting to get good when the
; Eve! They are sc:r considerate of the old , cranky neighbor from next door
ng man buying "a female type" gift came over and complained to my parents
that we were making too much noise.
the first time or the person who is
icked finding a gift for an unexpected
" My father told them that we couldn't
turn down the music any lower, so they
st.
ast year Charolette Nash , a sopho- left. We all thought that would be the end
'e, faced the out-of-town-aunt crisis of it, but about fifteen minutes later the
Christmas Eve. She cCJIIJ:ld a friend
police came and told us they'd gotten
, had a job at Carson's and asked for several complaints about our party .
>. Her friend described a nice jewelry
"They made us stop the party. And ever
that nobody had purchased, and since rny parents have not allowed us to
rolette agreed to come downtown to • have another."
; it up.
... see you at practice,
Nhen I got there my friend had disthat's not for sale,
=red that the jewel box was only for
I lost the car keys ,
you work on New Years,
>lay, and she couldn't sell it to me.
mom left the kids ,
so my aunt didn't receive her present
five book reviews ,
I the day after Christmas ."
go see your aunt ,
.I lost the car keys ,
fix my train,
you work on New Years,
get pickled shrimp
mom left the kids,
and go buy the Christmas tree.
five book reviews,
On the twelfth day of Christmas
go see your aunt,
My psyche said to me,
fix my train,
"Say 'Good night!' " ... cut out all the racget pickled shrimp
ket. .. see you at practice ... that's not for
and go buy the Christmas tree.
sale
... I lost the car keys .. . you work on
the tenth day of Christmas
New Years ... mom left the kids ... five
coach reminded me,
book reviews ... go see your aunt. .. fix my
3 you at practice."
orene Guy, senior, had planned to go train ... get pickled shrimp ...
.. and go buy the Christmas tree .
of town to visit relatives for the holl-

Search For Your Goal
The popular new musical about being
a teenagel· in Chicago
Performance
Friday, Dec. 15, 7: 30p.m .
Josephinum High School Auditorium
1501 N. Oakley

7

gradeS and more
free time.

Would you like to:
0 Raise your grade average without long hours
over texts.
.0 End all-night cramming sessions.
0 Breeze through all your studying in as little as
113 the time.
0 Have more free time to enjoy yourself.
0 Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better concentration, understanding, and recall.
Evelyn Wood's new RD2 reading system makes it
all possible.

Evelyn Wood works - over 1 million people,
including students, executives, senators, and even
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demonstratioh will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to
increase your speed immediately with some simple
new reading techniques).
It only takes an hour, and it's free . Don't miss it.

EvelynWoodiDI
will open your eyes.

-------------------------------------
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WIN A FREE SCHOLARSHIP

Schedule of free mlnllessons
* EWRD INSTITUTE- 180 N . Michigan Avenue, Su ite

..
0
0

-

910, Chicago :
Tuesday, December 12 at 5 : 30p .m . and 7: 30.
Thursday, December 14 at 5: 30 p.m and 7 ·30
Saturday , December 16 at 2: 00 p .m only.
Monday, December 18 at 5 :30 p.m. and 7 : 30 .
• GLEN ELLYN Hol iday lnn - 1250 Roo sevelt Road,
Glen Ellyn .
• LANSING Holiday lnn - 1-80 /94 at Torrence Av~ .•
Lan sing
• MOUNT PROSPECT Holiday lnr•-200 E. Rand Road,
Mt . Prospect.
• SKO KIE Howard Johnson's-9333 Skokie Blvd,
Skokie
Monday, December 11 at 7·30 p m. only.
Wednesday, December 13 at 7:30 p m. only.
Monday, December 18 at 7 : 30 p.m only.
If you cannot attend a Mini Lesson , please call (312)
236-1996 for information and reg istration. Ask for
Joyce.
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Growing Pains

'Simple Dreams'
Soothing "shopping cart" music is
coming through the air vent above my
head. You know, those orchestrated
versions of pop songs that they play in
supermarkets.
Ginger is busy getting a coke "her
way" as I pick a seat at a little side
table at this northside Burger King .
She sits with her coke in hand as I
sit with pen and paper. We remain like
this for a few uncomfortable minutes.
(I noticed that we both are wearing ski
jackets.)
"When you were a little girl, what
did you want to be?" With that the interview offically begins.
"At first I wanted to be an actress ."
"Then (I think it must have been in
fifth grade) I wanted to be a vet."
(In high school) " I decided to be a
doctor."
Now Ginger dreams of becoming a
singer. She writes her own song ly- .
rics. "If I could only find someone to
write the music," she moaned " I've
just begun taking guitar lessons." She
sings to herself all the time. "I have
millions of songs in my head."
"A few people have offered to

manage me. I have a girlfriend who
says she'll play piano. Then there's
this guy across (TlY street who wants
to be my drummer but ... well
he's . .. you know not too good. "
She's even thought of names for her
band.
"Midnight"
or
"Pure
Bliss" ... something like that."
· At this point I wonder what's so
appealing about being a singer. "I've
always been a kinda shy person , so I
guess it's my way of expressing what I
feel. A kind of ego trip-an outlet."
" I've just started to sing in front of
my father. He used to tell me, 'And
you want to be a singer? I haven't even
heard you sing yet!"
I asked her to put a grade on her
talents . "I think I'm excellent," she
says. (I don't doubt it either. She has a
husky voice-a good talking voice.)
She describes her fantasy life as a
singer. She wouldn't care about gold
records or gram my awards. No , the
big thrill for Ginger would be performing for crowds of people . She
loves how tlie people love their rock
stars. She would love a gig at say,
Madison Square Garden. She would

By Elaine Takagi

like everyone to know her name.
The ult~mate for Ginger would be to
enjoy success comparable to Led
Zeppelin and Pink Floyd. She dreams ,
of matching rock virtuoso Robert
Plant-only more outrageous. I
wondered at this. The last photo I saw
of Plant he had a cigarette up his
nose.
I mused abo4t this great fantasy. To
enjoy success as great as Led Zapplelin 's, she wouldn't have to care for
grammys ; and, of course , she would
have her gold records. I had asked
some pretty dumb questions.
She dreams of being able to pick up
and go anywhere she pleases. She'd
buy a lot of clothes and a fabulous

Santa speaks out
"Look," I said , not willing to let him
start talking on and on again, "I'll mail
an issue to you at the North Pole
and .. "
"Fool!" he interrupted, " Don 't you
know anything? I bet you think I live at
the North Pole with all my elves and
reindeer and that we sing Christmas
songs all year long and act like a
bunch of freaks."
"Well ," I admitted, " Yeah, I did."
" Why would I live at the North Pole?
There's only one place where I could
live with reindeer, 100 e!ves and a sled
and not be out of place. I live in Hyde
Park."
I decided to ask him my one burning
question before he started talking
again. " Hey, how's Rudolph?"
"Oh, . that fool ," he said, " He's
dead ."
"What? How?" (I was in shock.)

sports car.
By now l"m seeing Ginger's name in
lights . I'm hearing the crowd chanting
"Ginger, Ginger." They're lighting
matches.
But then Ginger raises her doubts.
"I'd like to be a singer. But I don't
know if I'd like it once I'm in it. If you
pick the wrong thing it could be fatal.''·
(Jimmy Hendrix and a host of others
can attest to that.).
"l can do anything, but I always stop
myself."
"Did you ever figure out why?"
" No I didn't. I guess I'm afraid of
failing. Alii can be is not afraid to try."
Amen , Ginger.

~------------------------------------by Eric Williams

"Call Santa Claus at 936-2525."
There it was in the Chicago Tribune . I
smelled a good story. No good
columinst could have passed it up. (I
wasn't about to let my "0" in Journalism go to waste.)
Ten minutes later I was talking on
the phone with a man who claimed to
be Santa Claus. I was forced to listen
to a boring monologue.
" ... And then on Christmas Eve all
the little French children put their
shoes in front of the fireplace because
they know I'll come and bring them the
gifts that they've been waiting for all
year long ... "
"Uh, Santa," I broke in, "I just called
to do an interview with you for our
New Expression Christmas issue. I
want a cheery ty;Je holiday story."
"What paper is that?" he ask&e , "I
never heard of you ."

"I've just started
to sing in front of
my father... He
used to tell me
'you want to ~ a
singer? I haven't
even heard you
.
sang
yet ... "

" Stupid moose! I always told him
' Boy , don't you smoke no m·arijuana
and go up there messin' with no 747s.'
But, no, he goes stumblin ' out of here
talking about how they were gonna eat
his dust. He :anded all over the South
Side.''
.
"You must really miss him.''
"No, not really." The old man
chuckled. "You see, Santa's no tool. I
went and got old Ru'dy 'a Piece of the
Rock' , and the airlines felt so guilty
that they flew me to Jamaica for free ."
''Uh, Santa," I hated to interrupt him
but it was time for a hard journalistic
question. " How's the Christmas business? I mean with all the kids who
can't read and write , do you get many
letters?"
" Oh , sure." (He sounded bored
stiff.) "I still get plenty of letters from
the little kids asking for guns, cars,

stereos and leisure suits. Oh! by the
way have you ordered a Baby Obnoxious doll for yourself or a loved one?
It's this year's hottest model. It cries,
laughs, burps, wets, eats , takes out
the garbage, gets headaches and
cramps, speaks three languages and
does long division. "
" Where do most of the letters come
from?"
"Well th-at's kind of hard ... " I could
hear him scratching his head over the
phone. "I did get a lot of letters in
crayon from a place called Whitney
Young. Have you ever heard of the
place?" " It rings a bell." I said. "But, uh,
Santa could you do something for
me."
"What?"
"Could you just give one big 'Ho Ho
Ho!' for all our readers?"
"No!" he said "I don't do that any
more, but you can call Diai-A-Ho Ho
Ho and get a message I've prepared."
I dialed the number and soon heard
Santa's familiar voice on the line. It
was totally emotionless.
"This is a recording, Ho-Ho-Ho,
Hee-Hee-Hee, Ha-Ha-Ha. Buy a Baby
Obnoxious doll today . Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Don't call
this number again."

Che_
cking the jean scene
It used to be easy to shop for jeans -one style, one price,
ail in tt1 e " work clot)1es" section of a men's store. But now,
with Jeans in almost any clothing store and prices ranging
from $10-$70 with pockets on the legs to those that zip
apart, buyers need to know the jean market.
Zip-around -jeans were originally designed by "Ricardo"
and sold at .$32-$35. Bu< now shoppers who don't want to
pay a big buck for his name can purchase a similar pair at
independent clothing stores such as Butler's Fashion at 932
E 79th Street or Sue's Boutique at 648 E 79th Street for $18·
$20 .
Jeans made especially for men tend to be much more
durable and offer more variety in fitting than those made for
females .
Most men's jeans come in three different fits . They are
full -cu t for larger, huskier builds, worn at natural wai st. They
are fuller in seats, legs and thigh. The regular-cut, for an
average build, is worn : • 1 htly below natural waist and is

trim fit (not snug) in seal and thighs. Trim-cut for young,
slim builds has a low-rise waist and rides on the hip, with a
snug fit.
Girls will often find it easier to shop for jeans in the men's
section because men's jeans come In different lengths
while female fashions deal only with hlp size. Young women
choosing men's jeans should add 21 to their regular pants
size to convert women's size to men 's. For example, a
person who wears a 9 w ould add 21 and select a size 30 from
the racks .
In some cases a pair of faded jeans will cost a dollar more
than the same make of jeans unfaded . SAVE!! Within a
couple of washings the jeans will take on a faded look.
The most comfortable , long-lasting jeans with a natural
feel, are those made of 100% cotton. But it is very co mmon
to find jeans made of 65 %, cotton, 35% Dacron or 35% polyester Be sure to checl< the labels. Three percentage shrinkage is average loss on cotton fabric when washed .
by Ava Thompson
and Felicia Willis

Briefs
Looking for some Christmas gifts?
Here are some suggestions.
• banskin's leg warmers, $6.50,
come In a variety of solids and prints.
Rivera's special gift pack, WhiCh
includes headband, two combs, large
barrett, two small barretts and four
hairpins, ;;II for $8 00
• Avon's Nail Care l<it inclllrl"'s nail
two
strengthener, base coat 1 •r"
shades of nail enar, 1, tt• •
lry
boards and cut1r;lo stt~.;k I
,.. a

beige case The regular price is $10
but the kit may now be purchased for
$6.50-llmlted time only.
• Bonnie Bell's Candy Cane Lipsmakers (clear lip gloss that comes In
flavors such as s trawberry, orange and
grape) includes 5 large llpsmakers In a
.candy cane for $10.
• "Just Call Me Maxi" cologne and
disco bag, $4 95 .
• Avon's "It All Adds Up" calculalor
decanter is attractive and practical

The calculator decanter for men is
filled with Deep Wouds after shave.
The female version Is filled wlttrSweet
Honesty body splash.
• Musk For Men by Jovan Includes
shaving cream, soap, aftershave for
$10.
• English Leather Homen Travel
Kit - includes large portions of
colog ne, 8 fl. oz., and smaller ones, 4
fl . oz Fragrances such as English
Leather and Timberland are $9.

Photo by Nona Paramore

• Hallmark 500 piece jigsaw puzzles, $5 .50, are realistic photos. The
photo of the double-decker hamburger
is very life-like.
• Tote bag with matching umbrella
for $8.
•
• Personalized T-shlrts are $3.99
and up (depending on lettering)
• Flashlight notebook with nen and
radio for $9.95 is availabiP'rbug, corner of Mad isf'•
-
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ve yourself a 'lousy'
little Christmas
Suicide rates for teenagers skyrocket over
the holiday season. The teens whose stories
are printed below and others like them
experience serious depression.
All the build up about holiday
togetherness and good times makes their
loneliness or bad home situation that much
worse.
Someone you know may be a victim of
depression this year. If you are aware of
depressing situations coming down in the
lives of your friends-the loss of a relative or
a friend or the pain of an ended romance or
too many disappointments-don't let them
face it alone.

Photo by Nona Paramore

Locked up as a "bad boy"
Being in .the Audy Home, I really missed
·my parents and just being around home.
During the holidays the guards cut us some
slack so I didn't feel too bad at first. But
there still wasn't no one to show any love or
anything though.
I remember when I got a game that
sor:nebody donated for Christmas. The
guards wouldn't let me play with it. They told
me to put it up. They said "You're not in here
to have fun ; you're in here because you're a
criminal."
Arnold, 17

A family crisis
"In 1976, our family had a fire on
Christmas day. After the fire , there was a lot
of vandalism. I felt that this was inhuman of
people to start vandalizing instead of helping
us. Most of the items that were taken cou~d
have been replaced in time, but things such
as family pictures were gone and could not
be replaced.
It's not such a happy time as it used to be.
It really was not a choice of accepting the
facts or not. I had to face up to it. There were
other relatives in the city who we went to for
consolation. Other people offered clothing.
I kept asking myself, 'Why did this have to
happen to us?' but I never asked anyone else.
I am not too concerned about myself, but
when I reflected upon all the achievements
they (my parents) had made, I had strong
feelings for them .
Our family is trying not to think about it so

~

much and try to make this a better
Christmas. I really did not have a Christmas
vacation because we were not at home and
we had no Christmas gifts. It was hard to go
back to school and see everyone else with
new Christmas clothes and hear them talk
about Christmas .
It's hard to talk about it.
Maria, 15

A death in the family
"He hadn't been home since April. It
spread to the liver and ... well there was no
cure. So on Jan. 27, he died. The doctor's
said two months ... but i didn't give up hope.
It wasn't like regular Christmas, like
people have the family over and dinner and
stuff like that. There was no holiday spirit,
no presents. Well , on Christmas, we went to
the hospital to visit him. It was kind of sad.
Most of my relatives live in Atlanta, and
my mother, well , she didn't take it well. I've
got two other relatives who live in Chicago.
They loved him almost as much as we did.
They didn't take it well either. They still don't
take it well."
·Now, it's about the same cause my mother
doesn't really want to have a celebration or
whatever. She just wants to have a regular
dinner and forget it. She really doesn't bother
about a tree or presents and all of that stuff
because she doesn't work, and all we live off
now is Social Security."
"There is no holiday spirit around the
house. As far as my mother is concerned , it's
just Dec. 25., just like any other day.

Other years we'd put up the tree together,
and ... like a regular Christmas . People would
be clowning around and making jokes and
singing Christmas Carols .
"It's like part of your Iife is gone. It's also a
lot of hurt. My father and I were very close
and it's really hard to deal with cause,
(Robbie stumbled over the words and cried at
this point), well the celebration it's not the
same. We used to do everything together.
We even shopped together. Wherever you
saw my· father, you saw me.
" I'm depressed now, you know. It's really a
terrible feeling . I don't know how to describe
it. Like when your friends make you laugh,
that's when you forget about it."
·
Robbie, age 16

A case of divorce
"Since my parents were divorced the
merriment and family life is not the same. I
have many more responsibilities since my
two brothers and sisters came along, and I
have to take care of them most of the time.
Holidays are just another day. My mother
might cook a Christmas dinner or go
~omewhere else. There!s no exchanging of
gifts or anythi11g like that. It's treated just
like another day.
Christmas day is also my birthday. I don't
look forward to it, and it's not special like it
used to be. I may go visit cousins if I'm not
baby-sitting, which I usually end up doing .
Nothing to do, it's very boring, homly and
depressing."
Veda, age 16

Letters to the. Editor

I would like to congratulate you and
your staff for putting an outstanding
article 1n your New Expression co ncerning teen fathers. I feel that your
1ssue supplied outstanding information about parenting. Many young
teens are lacking information on how
serious pregnancy can be and how it
w111 affect their l 1ves. I hope that m any
teenagers will take your advice and
wait and see how important parents
are
Patric ia Jones

are misinformed in your information
concerni ng high school sen1ors being
the largest consumers of mariJuana.
In the percentage of ~igh schoo l
seniors that I know I feel that th1s is
not true . The seni ors I know who
smoke marijuana make up a very small
percentage of the class.
I don't th ink making the drinking
age higher and making more drinking
laws will curb the drinking problem
either.
Andrew Paullin

Regard1ng your article, "Marijuana
high among seniors," I feel that you

1 read your article concerning the
condi tiOns of living in the A~o~dy home.
I must admit that in the past I've stolen

from a number of stores and was
totally ignorant of the co nsequences.
If I'd have know the harrassment and
puni shment you could receive for occasionally pocketing a candy bar, I
know I never would have taken them
The author did an excellent job of
moving and persuading the reader
against the "easy" savings of "discount shopping ."
In c9nclusion, I can only say that
doing l1me living in the Audy home is
a b1g pnce to pay for the little pnces
you've saved
Robert Wilson

.

,

Letters to the Editor should be
addressed to the Editor, New
Expression , 207 S. Wabash,
Chicago 60604 Please sign !.etters
and [iclude a home phone number
in case the Editor needs to contact
you. We prefer to print the author's
name, so please do not ask us to
w1thhold your name without a
serious reason.
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Teen Teasers
1. Number a sheet of paper
from 1 to 10 and I ist the appropriate Christmas tradition
for each number. As a final
point, tell us a Christmas
tradition that you would like
to start.

When most people think of Christmas, they
think of things that originated centuries ago. But
this puzzle will test your knowledge of Christmas
tradi tions that have started in your lifetime.
F1ll in the blanks with the correct traditions
which include television programs, songs ,
special programs , characters, etc. All these
traditions have originated since 1957. We've given
you a hint for each one and the first letters of
some words to get you started . The number of
lines after each number tells you the number of
words in the answer.

Introduced in:
1. J
A song, an Elvis touch
1957
to Christmas.
2.
B
A TV program, probably
1965
produced for peanuts.
3.
we
A TV program, an annual
1966
"bust."
4.F
A TV program that melts
1969
hearts every year
5. F F
A Campaign to help the
1969
disadvantaged have a good holiday.
6. H
A TV drama that intro1971
duced the Waltons.
7. TC
A song made popular by
1971
Donny Hathaway
B.R - N
A TV program, a bright
1972
legend that started
with a song.
9. - ~
A TV program, based on
1976
a French Carol
10.H
T
A TV drama, a little
1977
soap, a little sap

2. Send the answers along
with your name, age, address
and phone number to Youth
Communication,
207 S .
Wabash, Chicago, Illinois
60604. Do not send the puzzle.
3. People working for Youth
Communication and their
families cannot participate in
the contest.
4. All entries must be received by Dec. 26, 1978.
Those who enter are eligible
to pick up WLS bookcovers at
the Youth Communication
office.
5. The winners will receive
prizes from WLS Music Radio.

Write-a-booktitle contest

The winners of November contestsThere weren't any winners
to the November Teen
Teasers. No one answered all
8 questions correctly. Due to a
mix-up, two letters that were
received were lost. We hope

that these two letters weren't
winners and not recognized
because of our mistake. We
are sorry and apologize for the
mix-up.

Here are the answers to November's drug quiz.
1. Coedine is a drug commonly used as a
cough suppressant but can become addictive.
2. Barbituates can be used as sleeping pills,
but can also cause drunken behavior.
3. Tranquilizers and other depressants are
frequently prescribed by doctors, but withdrawal
from them can cause anxiety, insomnia, and
possible death.
4. Valium is a popular drug to mix with alcohol,
but the mixture can cause dizziness, nausea and
loss of motor coordination.
5. PCP is a veterinary anesthetic that Is non-

by Lori Hendricks
Paying for college!
A new book by Elizabeth
W. Suchar c~lled The
Financial Aid Guide to
College is designed to help
concerned students with
financial problems and also
to make the transition from
high school to college
easier. The Guide Is a
worthwhile Investment at
$5.95 with tips on financial
aid to most any college.

All entrants are eligible to
receive WLS bookcovers. You
can come down to the Youth
Communication Center and
pick them tip.

addictive, but an overdose can cause psychosis
or possible death.
6. Heroin is an addictive drug injected into the
body, but unsterile injections can cause
hepatitis.
7. Methadone is a narcotic used to help addicts
withdraw from heroin, but, an overdose of this
drug may cause convulsions, coma, slow and This is Bob Foote of Whitney
Young, one of the winners in
shallow breathing.
8. Anorectic drugs are commonly used as ap- the Write-a-Book-Title Contest.
petite suppressants, but they also produce many
of the same side effects as amphetamines.

You can buy the book at
Krech's & Brentano's book
store.

Teen
Notes

A carol
or two

Illinois State Scholarship
fuss
According to the Illinois
State Auditors, the Illinois
Scholarship
Committee
should not award
a
scholarship until the applicant proves he has been
accepted by an Illinois
college.
the
past,
the
In
Scholarship Commission
has
been
notifying
students of the amount of
money they will be granted
for the year. Then the
Commission waits for the
student to decide on a
school and notify the
Commission.
Which way is correct?
It's still undecided, but

students applying this year
for the 1979 grants would
be smart to get their acceptance from a school and
send that information with
their application-just to
be safe.
Pay students to desegregate
The Hammond, Indiana
School Board President
has proposed to pay
students $500 per year for
enrolling in a school to
improve the racial balance.
The money would be
placed in a trust fund for
the student until he
reaches 18, when he could
apply the money to college
or the down payment on a
house.
Under this plan, a
student could make up to
$6,500 from kindergarten

through 12th grade if he
stayed with schools that
were going through the
integration process.
Youth top FBI crime figures
Crime in the United
States is largely a young
person's activity, and so is
getting caught. Of all the
persons arrested In 1977,
63 per cent were under the
age of 25.
How many teenagers
were arrested? That figure
was not Included in press
releases, but the percentage comes to 14. Most
of the teens arrested, 63
per cent, live in the
suburbs.
Teens have right to confidence
Teens with medical or
psychological
problems

In the November issue we
created the"Write-a-book-title
contest" to see who could
write book titles like the well
known author Paul Zindel.
The winner is Ansonja L.
Williams, a sophomore at
Simeon high school. Her
winning title is "If It Looks
Good, It's Mine."
Some of the other entries
we liked are "My Fellow,
Grapefruit" sent in by Bob
Foote of Whitney Young, "88
Different Ways to Bite Your
Nails" by Pamela Colker, of
Lane Tech and another title by
Ansonja Williams , " The Little
Big Baby."

should have a confidential
relationship with their
doctors, according to
Doctor Adele Hoffman.
This would exclude parents
from asking the doctor any
questions about the teen's
problem until the teen feels
comfortable enough to talk
with his parents.
Areas in which confidentiality are really
important to teens are with
sex problems, Including
pregnancy, abortion and
venera! disease, according
to Dr. Hoffman.
Other confidential areas
concern drugs, religious
conflicts and family related
problems.
State laws and court
decisions
are
finally
allowing doctors to support
the right of confidence for
teens.

EsPECIALLY FOR ·YOU
A lisung of training and instruction
SCHCO;.
OF DANCE
Jimmy Payne School of Dance
207 South Wabash (7th Fl.)
Ch1cago, II 60604
Tap-Ballet-Jazz-Afro
Belly Dance-D1sco-Drama
Call 431-8657

Sophisticated Lady LTD.
7337 South Shore Drive, Chicago, Ill.
60649
RELAXERS-BLOW DRY & STYLEPRESS & CURL-PRECISION CUTSHAIR COLORING & MANICURES
PHONE: 734-9191
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Your guide to
Stays
Chicago high schools Taft
'cool' despl•te
By Kristina Prorok
and Maria Villalobos

New Expression has set aside this
page to provide you with continuing
information about high school opportunities in Chicago. ·
We want to report on the quality of
programs in Access To Excellence, on
permissive transfers, on special
programs i~ private schools, and on
outside educational opportunities.
You can use this page each month
to plan your education for 1979.

14 career
Centers now
recruiting

TV report
Channel 2 reported on a
racial conflict at Taft high
school which occured on
October 31. The WBBM story
reported that the conflict
involved a member of the Taft
KKK.
These facts seemed contrary to what New Expression
had reported in two earlier
articles. In a story in the May
issue, John Vaughn reported
that the KKK were not a threat
at Taft. For the October Issue
blacks at Taft told us that they
were able to get along with the
whites and were having no
problems .
We decided to check out the
Channel 2 report.

Photo by Maria Villalobos
Fourteen
Career
Development Centers are now
recruiting students for the
second semester beginning
Jan. 25.
Eight of these Centers
started in September, 1977
covering the career fields of
1) air transportation, 2) architecture, 3) design, 4) economics and business, 5) environment
and
energy
management studies, 6) hotel
and motel management, 7)
urban communication and 8)
urban studies.
Six new centers will open in
January at the start of the
second semester in the career
fields of 9) government and
inter-nation studies, 10) law
and justice, 11) life and
health , 12) maritime studies
(shipping), 13) management
studies and 14) merchandising and retailing.
All of these Centers operate
in the afternoon after a
student has spent the morning in his "home'' school.
Ttwrefore, a private school
student could only apply for
this program if he first transferred into a Chicago public

high school.
Credits for the semesterlong program depend on the
type of career sfudied. For
example, the environmentcenter offers 1 112 credits in
science. The air transportation center offers V2 credit in
science,
V2
in
social
science and V2 in business.
Only juniors are eligible for
this program. There's no
deadline for applications , but
only a limited number of
students will be accepted in
each program. Gerald Pystor,
who coordinates the Urban
Communications
program,
said he had 160 applications
for 60 slots . His present class
is racially balanced with 40
per cent black , 40 per cent
white, 15 per cent Hispanic
and 5 per cent Asian .
Applications are available at
school counselor's offices.
The completed application is
::;ent to 223 N. Michigan where
counselors schedule appointments so that they can
interview those who apply.
All students don't get into
the program that is their first
choice. The application form

allows students to select a
second and third choice, but
that doesn't help the student
wl1o only finds one career
field that interests him and
that one is closed to him. If he
waits, he may find an opening
in the career of his choice next
September when seniors are
supposed to have a career
program of their own.
All of the Centers are in the
Loop except for air transportation at Midway Airport ,
design at liT, architecture at
Chicago Circle anc:l merchand ising at Montgomery
Ward (Chicago Ave.) Bus tokens are available to students
to cover travel costs.
The Urban Communications
program, which meetr at the
offices of Illinois Bell, divided
their time this semester
between field trips (about 20) ,
role playing in job situations
and research projects. Pryster
thinks that the 60 students in
this center now have a better
idea of specific jobs and job
skills. " I think it's a shame
that more students in high
school don't know yet what
they want to be," he said.

Work days,
study nights
at Metro
Metro high school is going
to be adding 600 evening high
school teens in 1979 to a
special six-year program.
This program will allow
students to work irr the Loop
during the day and go to
school at night.
Metro will keep its present
400 day students.
As reported in the May
issue of NE, the student reaction to the plan was unfavorable
because
thy
students didn't want the1r
school enlarged and the'l felt

DAY, EVENING, SATURDAY
CLASSES
MANY COURSES DO NOT REQUIRE
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA ... EASY
WEEKLY PAYMENT RATES AVAILABLE . . BOOKS INCLUDED . .
PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION.
JOB PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE.
CLASSES START NOW

-

ILLINOIS
MEDICAL

We offer more med1cal courses than
dny other vor.a,1onal school
1. PHARMACY TECHNICIAN
2. EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIAN-1
112 Notth State SlrMt
3 EKG TECHNICIAN/PHLEBOTO.
12th Floor • Chlcego
MIST
4. NURSES ASSISTANT
S. WARD CLERK/SECRETARY
8. MEDICAL ASSISTANT
7. DENTAL ASSISTANT
I. MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER
OR BRING IN THIS AD
Northwest Locat1on 6697 Northwest Hwy . 792-1050

. 781-7004

there would be a "revo/vtng
door" school open from 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m. where students
come in for only one or two
classes. According to principal Nate BlacKman . the
problem seems to be solved
because the c:lay students
won't attend the same classes
as the night students. This
way the close relationship between day stude nts and
faculty won't be affected.
Nate Blackman is optimistic. "Hopefully, the plan
will help Metro," he said.
This plan migh t be more
successful if it was ready now
to be explained to students .
The major problems in existing programs SP,.em to be the
lack of publicity and planning .
If you want any information
on the evening school, you
can contact Metro m February
or March , when the plan is
scheduled to be finished.
If you're interested in applying for the regul ar M ro program , applications com e out
in January and have to be returned by April.

•

for ALL SCHOOLS

•

Made the Way
You Want Them
All Styles • V-Cut'"'
Hoods • Belts • Special Designs
COM~ TO OUR FACTORY OR
FREE DESIGN KIT

• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Skirts- Sweaters- Jackets
• Porn Poms- Booster Buttons

CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS
3344 W. Montrose 463-1464

TRAINING
CENTERS

CALL

The students I talked to at
Taft seemed to have different
versions of what happened
Oct. 31. Everyone agreed that
a white who was a member of
the KKK had a fight with a
black student. According to
principal Sam Ozaki both sludents were expelled.
Taft is part of the permissive transfer program in
Access to Excellence. For the
first time the school has 80
minority students ; 63 are
black. Two Taft students reported to me that a black girl
was hurt by a white. A black
student admitted that her .
friend, a girl, had a knife In her
possession
that
school
authorities took away. Ap~
parently she felt insecure
enough that she carried "self
defense,"
but
nobody
reported any display of weapom•.
The students I talked to said
the situation is under control
right now. While Sam Ozaki
admitted the racial confrontation, he also said that, "The
students are going about get' ting an education ."

JACKETS • SWEA TEAS
EMBLEMS

JOIN THE MEDICAL TEAM!

4959 West Belmont

• Assoc1ate Degree
PROFESSIONAl ~OE I ARIA L
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• Diplonaa Courses
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r -l n ~ ... -ncn1 AsstUf1nctt A.vr1 ct
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Teen Guide To
(7()()() TIMH
If you !;tad $30 to spend during the
Christmas holidays, where would you
go?
.
'.
Michael
Whitley,
senior, Manley: I
would go to the
State-Lake Theatre
and see "The Wiz,"
then maybe to the
Hideout. I want to
see if "The Wiz" is
really
anything
new.

UUT
by Paula Hogan, Usa Melson, J
Nichols, Kristina Porok, Jacki
and Kevin Thompson

J~g~
..A

MU§IC

_ __
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If you want to give a friend an 1nex
pensive gift which won't have to be ex
changed for the correct s1ze, try givi
a record album This season there's ;
bumper crop to choose from, so we'vt
compiled a list to narrow down th1
choices.

• • •
For the "rockers," the choices
endless. Here are some of the best
"Time Passages" by AI Stewar
(Arista), "Nightwatch" by Kenn!
Loggins (Columbia), and "Don't Loot
Back" by Boston (Epic).
Other rock selections I woulc
recommend are: "Two for the
by Kansas (Kirshner), "Hot Streets"
Chicago (Columbia), "Elan" by Firefal
(Atlantic), "Life Beyond L.A." b)
Amrosia (Warner Bros.) and "Doubh
Vision" by Foreigner (Atlantic).

Willie
Cooper,
sen lor,
Morgan
Park: I would like
to go to the StateLake Theatre and
later probably to,
the
Godfather
Lounge on 79th
and Halsted .

•

Ulysses
Myer,
sophomore, Waller: I'd probably go
to the shopping
centers, or Marshall Fields on
State Street.
I
would be shopping
for myself.

Marcus
Lucas,
senior, Lindblom:
I would take a
young lady out to
Medici
Pizza
because
they're
known fer their
deep dish pizza.

Lisa Clay, junior,
Phillips: First I'd
go to dinner w1th
my man at the
Water Tower. Then
we'd
go
see
"Hal loween " at the
United
Artists
Theatre Then I
would "cool out"
for the rest of the
• night

Halloween
" Halloween" is the most thrilling
movie I've ever seen. It begins with the
murder of a young girl by her brother
on Hall oween . He is institutionalized,
but escapes years later He goes on a
killing rampage on Halloween and
murders g1rls and sometimes their
boyfriends If they remind him of his
sister.
The movie keeps movmg and
doesn't let you fall asleep. The music
heightens the sense of fear. The
events are simple but the plot could
have been developed to mclude more
mystery I feel this would have added
to the suspense.
The movie is unusally gory in the
parts where girls are killed . (This film
will probably make you stay away from
dark closets ) You rarely see a full shot
of the psycho-~tller. and you're always
wait1ng for somen11ng to happen, although you rever know what to expect. Everything Is sub!ly done.

Art by Jackl Ryan

If you're considering game-giving
for this Christmas (a good way to add
to your entertainment in 1979), here
are some suggestions:
Wl.!1 Mattei's Electronic Football or
Basketball , you control and view all
the action on a compact computer ;
priced at $19.99.
Computer Baseball, also by Mattei,
is priced at $14.95.
Computer Comp 4 is for a person
who likes to match wits against a
computer. It generates a three, four or
five digit number at random, then it's
up to you to use logic to discover the
correct numerals, priced at $19.66.
A different type of computer fun, for
those who enjoy pinball, is Kingpin
Flectronic Pinball, a hand model with
an L.E.D. digital score display , priced
at $19.95.
Digit Derby is a console that allows
the owner to play pinball wherever he
goes, priced at $12.99.
Quiz Wiz is the computer answer
game with 1001 questions about

movies, television and sports, priced
at $17.99.
For ping pong fans there's Blip, the
digital game that's almost like Ping
Pong. It has automatic serve return,
button score, priced at $7.95.
If you've planned to spend the holiday season with just family and
friends, try Jumbo Wooden Dominoes ; they are whimiscal and fun,
priced at $10.
For travelers who are looking for
good times in the car or on a train , try
Tra1el Backgammon, priced at $9.00.
And for a special friend, whom
you 've never been able to beat at
checkers, try Panic Button, and
checkers will take on a new dimension, priced at $11 .95.
If you enjoy TV game shows , you
can have the fun and excitement right
in your living room with Family Feud,
priced at $5.95, and The 20,000
Pyramid, priced at $4 .99
All games are available at both
Sears and Carson Pirie Scott.

It's a good movie to see, but don't
say I d1dn't warn you about the
nightmares!

Magic
This new thriller based on the novel
by William Goldman is basically the
story of a schizophrenic magician,
Corky (brilliantly portrayed by Anthony Hopkins) who shares his personality with a ventriloquist's dummy,
Fats.
Fats controls Corky to the extent
that Fats forces Corky to murder two
people; one of whom is his understanding agent, Ben Green
(Burgess Meredith).
All of the exciting scenes in this
movie take place in a Catskills resort
run by Corky's love, Peggy (Ann
Margaret). In the fmal scenes there is a
showdown between Corky and Fats.
If you've read the book "Magic," the
movie will be a big disappointment.
As far as thrillers go, "Magic" doesn't
co mpare with the great classic
thrillers like "Psycho" or "Hush, Hush
Sweet Charlotte." The tension created
in the scenes in "Magic" are not as
great as the classic shower scene in
"Psycho"
Anthony Hopk1n c.' performance,
wh1 ch I think will win him an Oscar, is
the only thing that makes the movie
worth seeing.

Paradise Alley
This movie about two immigrant
boys is a slow-p laced drama. The
average teenage ~ndi;.IOver will be
able to finish two b~ of M and M's
(the 60 cents package) before he
understands the plot. After it's understood, the lying , cheating, conning, back alley gambling and fighting
all fall into place
Sylvester Stallone, who directed the
movie, is aga1n portraying an emptyheaded kid from the Big Apple. But
this time, unlike ''Rocky ," he is not
fightmg in a ring He is fighting on the
street for a better life.
Unfortunately, he has two weak acting jobs from those who play his brothers The way they carry their parts IS
unbelievable . Armand Assante plays
as the older brother, a pathologist by
occupt1on but an insensitive con
artist in the stree t The other brother ·
Lee Canalito, is the misled brother
who wrestles and attempts to take
them all to paradise.

• •

For those who are into the hard rocl
scene there's "Weekend Warriors" b~
wildman Ted Nugent (Epic), "Shake
down Street'' by the Grateful Deac
(Arista), "Live Bootleg" by Aerosmltt
(Columbia), a collection of the~
greatest riffs, "The Cars" by The Can
(Eiektra) and "Jazz" the new one frorr
Queen (Eiektra), which contains ar
"interesting" poster.

• • •

The latest albums for the funk fan
Include "Quazar" by Quazar (Arlsta)
"Funk or Walk" by the Brides o
Funkenstein (Atlantic) and "Ont
Nation Under a Groove," a classic b
Funkadelic (Warner Bros).

• • •
For friends who like a soulful earful
you might give "Chaka" by everyone'!
favori'te songstress Chaka Kahr
(Warner Bros.), " Live and More" b)
Donna Summer (Casablanca) anc
"Step Ill" by Sylvester II (Fantasy).
Other soul favorites are "Secrets" b)
Gil Scott Heron (Arista), "Cheyrl Lynn'
by Cheyrl Lynn (Columbia), "The Man'
by Barry White (20th Century) anc
"Life is a Song Worth Singing" by th1
teddy bear, Teddy Pendergrass.

• • •

If you're still unsure about what kine
of music album to buy , then a sah
choice is Steve Martin's nonmusic al
bum , "A Wild and Crazy Guy" (Warne
Bros.). It's the funniest comedy albun
of the year.
Lord of the Rings
The film version of J R.R Tolkien's
"Lord of the R1ngs'' IS ecstacy tor
Tolkien buffs, but the average teer
viewer may not find the movie enjoy·
able The magic that was so much <
part of Tolkien's books does not come
across on film
"Lord of the RJngs'' is based on thE
tnlogy about M1ddle Earth, a whim
sica! land of elves and hobbits. Frodo
a hobbit, inherits the magical golder
nng which makes the wearer mvisible
Frodo d1scovers that the ring is evil
and the film follows his JOurney t<
destroy the ring . Aided by the wizarc
Gandalf, Frodo f1ghts the forces o
evil
The lore and history of the people o
M1ddle Earth presented in thE
beginning of the movie is not exciting
The characters speak with heav~
Brit1sh accents which may bE
distracting for some viewers .
I was not drawn Immediately intc
the s tory
but the fascinatin~
an1mat10n and special effects made u~
for a 1agg1ng story Ralph Baksh1, a~
1n his former fantasy epic "W1zards,'
does a remarkable JOb of animation

